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Extra special products help everyone conform to Part F
Designed to enhance its market-leading range of slot ventilators and help window
manufacturers and installers conform easily to Part F (Ventilation) of the new Building
Regulations, Titon, Europe’s leading ventilation specialist has launched a new range of
slot vents: Trimvent® Select Xtra.

Available with EA (equivalent area) ratings of between 4,000mm2 and 4,600mm2, the
Trimvent® Select Xtra range will make meeting the ‘whole house’ EA requirements of Part
F – system 1 much easier. In new build situations, where there are a limited number of
positions available for the installation of slot vents, the Xtra range will normally provide the
necessary background ventilation to conform to Part F, without the need to consider other
larger and more costly, options.

Like the rest of the Trimvent® range, the Xtra range will be marked with its EA values,
making selection simple. Titon manufacture a wide range of trickle ventilators, both slot
and glazed in to suit many different window applications. All the vents are easy to fit,
suitable for timber, aluminium, PVCu or composite windows and are ideal for night
ventilation without compromising security. Designed with the end user in mind, the vents
are simple to operate and unobtrusive on the window.
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Tyson Anderson, Titon’s Sales and Marketing Director, said: “We are always looking at
ways our products can make specifiers’, window manufacturers’ and installers’ lives
easier. The Trimvent® Select Xtra range is designed with this in mind, and unique in
providing greater EAs through vents no bigger than they were before, we can make
conforming to the new Building Regulations a relatively simple task.”

In addition, Titon has also issued a guide for householders on the importance of trickle
vents. Available for download from Titon’s dedicated website (www.partf.co.uk), the leaflet
can be printed out by installers and given to homeowners to explain the benefits of trickle
vents.
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NOTES FOR EDITORS
Titon
Titon is a market leader for ventilation in Europe, with over 30 years experience in
supplying countries all over the world. It invests extensively in manufacturing, research,
and development facilities, keeping the company at the forefront of new technology and
ensuring quality products at competitive prices.

Titon currently employs over 200 people at their headquarters in Colchester and at their
manufacturing base in Haverhill.

